All elementary schools (and buildings with grades 7–12) receive:

**Arbordale Publishing**
(formerly known as Sylvan Dell Publishing)
Provides picture books. Can be used on mobile devices with the Fun eReader App or on computers.

**MEDIA LIBRARY:**

- **VITAL NY - PBS LEARNING MEDIA**
  (Integrated into MOB Media Catalog)
  Contains more than 5,000 resources from PBS including video clips, audio clips, online interactive and lesson plans. Access for all component staff and component building level student access.

- **LEARN360**
  (Integrated into MOB Media Catalog)
  Featurers a variety of toys whose use will help students develop essential skills including fine and gross motor, cognitive, visual, and social skills as well as increase their mobility and independence.

- **SCHOOL BUS DRIVER TRAINING LIBRARY**
  (Integrated into MOB Media Catalog)
  A variety of bus driver safety materials.

- **ADAPTIVE TOY LIBRARY**
  (Integrated into MOB Media Catalog)
  Features a variety of toys whose use will help students develop essential skills including fine and gross motor, cognitive, visual, and social skills as well as increase their mobility and independence.

- **CAPTURING THEIR PASTS; VETERANS ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS**
  (Integrated into MOB Media Catalog)
  Access for all component staff and component building level student access. Interviews of veterans done by Rome Free Academy students.

- **TEACHINGBOOKS.NET**
  A PreK-12 website, includes original, in studio video of authors and illustrators, audio excerpts of professional book readings, guides to titles and multimedia resources on children’s and young adult literature.

- **WORLD BOOK KIDS:**
  - **WORLD BOOK STUDENT**
  - **WORLD BOOK DISCOVER,** AND **ENCYCLOPEDIA ESTUDIANTIL HALLAZGOS**
    Online encyclopedias, fulltext articles, links to websites, images, maps, graphics, dictionaries, translation and read-aloud features.

- **EBSCO EBOOK COLLECTION**
  A collection of mostly fiction and some nonfiction ebooks.

- **ENFINGBASE**
  Includes fulltext newspaper articles from: Stateline.org 2007+, Utica Observer 1996+, 30 fulltext popular periodicals, Newsweek, the Washington Post, USA Today, online translated, and read-aloud features.

- **WORLD BOOK Advance**
  *World Book Discover, World Book Student, World Book Early World of Learning*
  Online encyclopedia, fulltext articles, biographical database covering over 660,700 people, thousands of images and maps, graphics, dictionaries, translation, and read-aloud features.

- **INFOBASE EBOOKS**
  - **INFOBASE EBOOKS**
  - **ONLINE REFERENCE COSER 506.005**
  - **http://www.moboces.org/databases**

**RESOURCES FOR ALL SCHOOLS**

- **WORLD BOOK SCIENCE POWER**
  - Designed to energize learning with digital resources. It provides 95 interactive lessons grouped into six units for upper elementary and middle school students. Also integrated within are assessments, enrichment activities, downloadable Podcasts for each lesson, and alignments to standards and popular textbooks. Also contains a teacher center with student progress reports.

- **EBSCO EBOOK COLLECTION**
  A collection of mostly fiction and some nonfiction ebooks.

- **WORLD BOOK SOCIAL STUDIES POWER**
  - Designed with the same format as WORLD BOOK SCIENCE POWER. It also combines social studies lessons with literacy skill-building activities. It contains 104 multimedia lessons, assessments, map skills lessons, interactive timeline features, geography games, and local resources to support community-level social studies learning.

**MEDIA FOR KIDS**

- **SOUNDZBOUND**
  Offers a wide variety of music and sound effects for grades PreK-12; ensuring copyright compliance. Appropriate for integration into podcasts, digital storytelling, school websites, and other types of presentations.

**WEB BASED SYSTEMS**

- **WEB BASED SYSTEMS**
  Web-based system allowing component staff to request physical media: library materials available through loan.

**REVISED JULY 2016**
**RESOURCES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS:**

**WORLD BOOK • EARLY WORLD OF LEARNING**—Trek’s Travels offers narrated stories, interactive games, and original videos that teach critical early childhood themes, including numbers, shapes, colors, opposites, and more. Incorporates curriculum correlations and Lexiles. Welcome to Reading provides leveled reading practice. Also incorporates curriculum correlations and Lexiles. Know It is a visual interactive encyclopedia arranged by curricular topics such as “Community helpers,” “Weather,” “Plants,” and more.

**FACTCITE®**—An interface to FactCite, which provides access to full text and images for hundreds of science encyclopedia articles, book chapters, periodicals, and primary documents. FactCite Elementary Bundle are 4 resource databases for elementary researchers from grade 3 and up. Searchable databases include: Biography for Beginners, Mythology, American History, and Science.

**EBSCO • PRIMARY SEARCH**—An interface to the Primary Search database designed for PreK-5 students. Contains full-text for 50+ popular elementary school magazines and more.

**NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS**—Includes the complete issues of National Geographics Kids magazine from 2009 to the present: downloadable images, and 200+ National Geographic Kids books, including reference books as well as non-fiction books on history, biography, science & technology, and the National Geographics Readers, which cover nature and other topics.

**WORLD AND I KIDS**—Includes History Makers - profiles of important figures, What If? - lets students explore scenarios that might arise in their daily lives, Fieldtrips - features engaging stories from regions around the world, Cyber Exhibits - showcases quality images from galleries around the world, Global Culture Studies - offers country demographics, native greetings, and thousands of images from cultures around the world, and more.

**EBCARY ASCD EBOOKS**—Professional development and ASCD ebooks.

**ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ONLINE SCHOOL EDITION**—High school & K-12 learning. Provides access to 3 distinct online encyclopedias, as well as thousands of magazine and journal articles from EBSCO, previewed websites, multimedia, interactive lessons, and images.

**WORLD BOOK ADVANCED**—Online encyclopedia, full-text articles, links to websites, images, maps, graphics, dictionaries, primary documents, and nonfiction Ebooks.

**WORLD BOOK ADVANCED®**—contains five interactive eBooks for grades 7–12. These are designed to simulate real-life Internet experiences within the safety of an instructional, guided, and fun platform. Each Ebook covers today’s hot topic issues, including cyber bullying, online predators, social networking, privacy, and online games. Realistic chat scenarios, friend requests, and emails plunge users into a simulation of the online world. Teens will create avatars, choose status updates, and be receptive learners as they actively engage with and participate in the program. TEEN CHARACTER STRENGTHS: 7 CHARACTER STRENGTHS OF HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS.

**TEEN CYBERSMARTS®**—from Rosen contains five interactive Ebooks for grades 7–12. These are designed to simulate real-life Internet experiences within the safety of an instructional, guided, and fun platform. Each Ebook covers today’s hot topic issues, including cyber bullying, online predators, social networking, privacy, and online games. Realistic chat scenarios, friend requests, and emails plunge users into a simulation of the online world. Teens will create avatars, choose status updates, and be receptive learners as they actively engage with and participate in the program. TEEN CHARACTER STRENGTHS: 7 CHARACTER STRENGTHS OF HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS.

**CENGAGE/GALE • VIRTUAL REFERENCE LIBRARY**—Social studies, literature and science secondary-level ebooks.

**CENGAGE/GALE • SCIENCE IN CONTEXT**—Fulltext for hundreds of science encyclopedia articles, book chapters, periodicals and other sources covering all areas of science as well as the history of science, science and society and technology.

**SPOTLIGHT ON NY**—Elementary & Middle Schools - This E-book series from Rosen, provides an overview of the Empire State, including its geography, history, and industries. Full-color and black-and-white photography, period paintings, illustrations, glossary, index, maps, primary sources, and links to websites.

**WORLD HISTORY IN CONTEXT**—reaches back nearly 5,000 years to chronicle the rise and fall of cultures & societies across all continents and eras. Rare primary sources combine with reliable references to put into context for every learner.

**DAILY LIFE THROUGH HISTORY**—Fulltext information on all areas of social life, culture and science across the centuries and continents.

**TEEN CYBERSMARTS®**—from Rosen contains five interactive Ebooks for grades 7–12. These are designed to simulate real-life Internet experiences within the safety of an instructional, guided, and fun platform. Each Ebook covers today’s hot topic issues, including cyber bullying, online predators, social networking, privacy, and online games. Realistic chat scenarios, friend requests, and emails plunge users into a simulation of the online world. Teens will create avatars, choose status updates, and be receptive learners as they actively engage with and participate in the program. TEEN CHARACTER STRENGTHS: 7 CHARACTER STRENGTHS OF HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS.

**GALE WORLD HISTORY IN CONTEXT**—reaches back nearly 5,000 years to chronicle the rise and fall of cultures & societies across all continents and eras. Rare primary sources combine with reliable references to put into context for every learner.